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Vulnerability Assessment


Drafted Vulnerability Assessment:


100-page document printed for binders and saved on
project website: www.trpc.org/climate



Uses empirical data to show historical changes in
South Puget Sound region’s climate



Uses emissions scenarios and climate models to show
projected changes over the 21st century



Uses research (academic, government) to assess
impacts on region’s human and natural systems and
assets (roads, estuaries, streams, etc.)



Serves as foundation for Risk Assessment

Risk Assessment


Overview: Use EPA tool for watershed-scale adaptation planning



Steps 1-2: Define project area, gather stakeholders
and establish goals [July-September 2016]



Step 3: Identify how climate opportunities and risks
affect goals [October 2016]



Step 4: Assess risks (probability, consequence, extent,
time horizon, etc.) [November-December 2016]



Step 5: Compare risks (put in probability/consequence table)
[December 2016-January 2017]



Steps 6-7: Decide course of action (e.g., mitigate,
transfer or accept risk) [January-February 2017]



Step 8: Draft, revise and prioritize adaptation strategies
[March-June 2017]

Defining Risk


Risk: The potential for loss,
damage, disruption, or
other impacts created by
the interaction of climate
change stressors with
environmental systems and
community goals and assets

CLIMATE
STRESSORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Warmer summers
Warmer winters
Warmer water
Increasing drought
Increasing storminess
Sea level rise
Ocean Acidification
Population Change

RISK

ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEMS
COMMUNITY
GOALS & ASSETS

Identifying Risk


Method: Assess how risks and
opportunities identified
in the vulnerability assessment
and categorized by climate
stressor affect our community’s
ability to achieve its goals.

 12 Sustainable Thurston
priority goals

8

stressor categories identified
by EPA and project team

Group Exercises


Split into 4 groups at tables,
discuss 3 goals on posters



Consider whether changes needed
(adding, rewording, reorganizing)



Make comments on posters
(write on sticky notes or margins)



Report back to full Stakeholder Advisory
Committee



Discuss as full group

Words of Advice


Apply your subject expertise and local
system knowledge.



Write down plausible risks and
opportunities — even if they seem
insignificant — for the 21st century
(emissions scenarios/models extent).



If adding a new climate risk, consider
whether research suggests it is applicable
to South Puget Sound (e.g., extreme
desertification not likely here).



The same risk might affect several goals —
and that’s okay …


… different strategies may be needed to
mitigate the risk and achieve the goals.

Next Steps


10/28/16: Project team sends stakeholders revised table
that reflects edits from 10/27 meeting



11/2/16: Stakeholders send project team any final
suggested changes to table



*11/17/16: Stakeholders review/revise project team’s
initial analysis of each risk (probability and consequence)



*12/22/16: If necessary, continue discussion of risk
analyses



*1/26/17: Project team presents stakeholders 3x3 grid of
risks’ probability and consequence (low, medium, high)

* Stakeholder meeting

